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Regent See
,Average;
WantsBetter'EntranceStandards
· By Marit S. Tully
UNM Regent Albert Simms
said U~M is probably about a !'Cplus university,'' but could be
better if academic standards for
admission were raised ·and if
freshman and sophomore classes
were taught by UNM's best
faculty.
Jn an interview . 'fhursday,
Simms said he does not want to
drop the lower third of the
present freshman class, but that
students who would be in this
category should not be admitted
in the first place.
':I. would be in favor of a
program that did not admit that
group of poorly qualified students of whom we can expect an 80
per cent failure rate," he Sllid.
"I think it's poor policy to accept them and let them fail. I
don't think it's fair to them to admit them."

Simms said a study made ofthe academic survival of freshmen catalogued in the lower
third academically showed four
out of every five of these drop
out in an average of 18 months.
Simms said it 'is great that
America wants to give an
educational opportunity to its
minorities, but the University is
so caught up in this that unprepared .students are being accepted.
"This is not fair to the minority
student, first and foremost, and
it's not fair to his ethnic group,
it's not.fair to tbe schools, and it's
not fair to soci~ty as a whole.
They should concentrate on
Is this an example of the student of the future, who can
preparing· minority students so
read two preregistration forms at once and travel faster
they can take university and
graduate classes without disadbetweeiJ lines? No, it's "Humphrey" by Angelique ftll.
vantage,"
Simms said.
photo
Aceveda, part of the latest show at the ASA Gallery.
"It's
wrong
to put a student
See story pg. 5.
Regent Albert Simms
through and to tutor him and
pass him "!hen he might be han- freshman and sophomore classes
dled differently if he were a which are often taught by
graduate assistants.
member of another group."
Too much emphasis is put on
The University is being
pressured to lower its standards faculty research and little credit
even further, he said, and to run is given for good teaching, Simms
.
By Mike Gallagher
Jim Weigmann, of the UniverOnce the ERDA guidelines a remedial program that would said.
'l'he ·-wmingneel!l~t'o'"'th'e·• UNM
sity business ·and iinane!e ofiice, have bo1on issued. the Mayor's of- . cost hunarcds of thousands of
UNM could gai to a B or B-plus
Regents to make available 800 said he did not think the Univer- fice i§ prepared to commit six to . dollars.
level, but it would be .a painful
acres of land south of Kirtla·nd sity was receiving any revenue 12.employees on the project.
"We should avoid it like the process and would caiJ for
Ed Kist, planner for the Public plague and insist that such elimination, he said. (Simms is
Air Force Base for the Solar from the land.
"The city can handle any Service Co. of New Mexico also remedial work be done outside not referring to av~rage gradeEnergy Research Institute
(SERI) was the latest attempt to. associated industry which could -on loan to the Task Force, said the University ...Then once they point, but is rating the' Universtrengthen any proposal the New easily be accomm'odated by the UNM site offered a lot of (qualified students) are in, we sity on an A to F basis.)
"This University belongs to
Mexico Task Force may offer the existing facilities," Gill said. He room to expand but also said should insist that they get first
the
UNM
site
'is
not
the
the
people ofthe state and if they
also
said
there
were
several
other
sites
class
instruction
from
the
best
Energy Research Development
only
site
being
looked
at
to
house
want
it to be a mediocre in~
under
consideration
which
may
faculty
we
have,
particularly
in
Agency (ERDA).
stitution,
it'll have to be," he·
the
Solar
Institute.
be
more
attractive.
the
first
two
years."
Faced with the procrastination
said.
The size of the Institute and
The Public Service Company
UNM President· William Davis
o f ·E R D A i n r e I e a s i n g t h e
The Uni·ve·rsity as a
proposal standards, the New how much money. would be allot- would have no problems told the Regents Friday UNM is
Mexico Task Force has tried to ted for construction has not been providing electricity to the UNM commonly criticized for large whole-students, faculty. ad(Continued on page 9)
ministration and even the Regen~
determined by ERDA.
cover every angle.
ts-would have to be examined
The willingnes of the UNM
for UNM to pull itself up, Simms
Regent.s donate the land south
continued.
of Kirtland may not help the
"It doesn't mean we don't have
Task Force proposal much. The
.good
students and good faculty,
land offers many problems for
and
we
have good results when
development.
the
two
are
put together, but. we
Jim GiiJ, on loan to the Task·
are
spread
all over the place
Walter
Birge.
director
of
UNM's
parking
serForce fro.rn the City Pla(!ning Oftrying
to
do
Loo much for too
vices,
was
not
invited
to
a
meeting
of
the
UNM
and
fice, said the site offers many
many
people."
problems in the area of providing city officials to discuss a university request to
Financing for UNM has alway~ •
share revenues the city receives from campus
utilitie·s, water and sewage.
been borderline, but not because
·
The land is undeveloped and parking tickets. .
the legislature ·Would not give
Carroll Lee, UNM comptroller, Jim Weigmann,
the extension of water lines is
UNM more money if it could, he
always a tough engineering of·the·business and finance office and Berry Cox,
head
of
campus
police
and
pi\rking
services
wiJI
said.
problem. Gill said the failure of
The state is spending more .
ERDA to release proposal stan~· represent UNM at the meeting which will be held
than
three-fourths of its~budget
at
City
Hall,
9:30
this
morning.
dards h3:s left planners up in the
on
education
and although that is
Carroll
Lee
said,
the
discussion
with
city
ad·
air.
greater
proportionately
than
ministrator
'Frank
Kleinhenz
and
court
ad·
The Regents' move. to offer
most
states,
it
is
stillles~
money
ministrator
Steve
Ahern
may
not
be
a
serious
came on the request of Governor
than . most states spend. The
Jerry Apodaca. The site was in- discussion.
legislature
has $550 million to
w.ould
have
some
figures
to
show
·
Ahern
said
he
spected in. November by a
run
the
state
this year and $400
national consortion of scientists the representatives, but said they had to be
million
of
that
is being spent on
who will offer ERDA a separate cleared through Kleinhenz before he released
education, Simms said.
proposal which may also include them.
At present, UNM cannot finanwas
willing
to
comment
on
"=hy
Birge
No
one
New Mexieo, and the scientists
.cially
afford to. have its best
to
the
meeting
and
there
are
some
was
not
invited
·said the site met all the expected ·
by
Oberman
faculty
teaching lower level
on
carnpus
who
fear
the
University
people
criteria.
Parking Services Dit. Walter Birge
classes,
he
said, ''and this isn't
by
Ahern's
representatives
might
be
finessed
At the time of inspection it was
said he does not have the manpower.
right
as
far
as
the student is con·
·
figures.
a matter of understanding ·that
Birge said the city could do the job if it wanted cerned."
·
Birge
has
taken
a
tough
stand
on
the-issue
and
the site woula be donated by the
to·
and added that the city was a.sked in 1972 to
also
criticized
the
agen•
Simms
to
accept
Ahern's
excuses
for
not
being
refused
University.
keep track of the revenue received. ...
da of Regent meetings,. saying
The land is in trusteeship of able to produce exact figures on the amount of ·
Sources
in
Ahern's
office
said
the
job
could
be
the Regents bother with too
the state and .the University is - revenue received from campus parking fines. . .
done.
"It
would
be
difficult,
but
it
could
be
done,''
operational details of t.hP
many
A manual review of all parking tickets would be
the beneficiary of any revenues
!Continued on page 9)
(Continued
on
page
91
required to deternline the amount and Ahern has
coJlected by the state.

Regents Aid N M Solar Proposals

to

Parking Director Not Asked

UNM, City Discuss Fine Money
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Bill Passes Despite Opposition
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' In SewaiJe Treatment

World

_Censorship Covers India

..

Nuclear Wast~ May be.Purifying

News•

::I

~

NEW DELHI, India
JUPI)-Parliament today passed
.o a government bill that virtually
j makes news censorship a per-t> manent feature of Indian jour-~ nalism.
·
A
The lower house (Lok Sabha)
adopted by a voice vote the
prevention of publication of objectionable matter bill in the face
of opposition from all parties except the ruling congress party.
The vote followed the passage
Wednesday of two government
bills concerning the functioning
of the press.
One bill abolished the press
council, a statutory body of journalists and public officials formed
10 years ago to keep vigil against
:

"'

.

'

,

e

New Classes Forming!
Learn

.

scurrilous and defamatory reports in the Indian press.
'fhe other measure took away
the
20-year-old
statutory
f_reedom of newspapers to
p u ~ I i s h p ! .oj~ii ;q!,i n g s i n
parhament w1thout 'fear of legal
action for defamation.
Today's bill empowers the
government to punish any
newspoaper or publication for
printing matter considered objectionable.
The punishment includes
closure of a, newpaper and its
printing press, seizure of
security deposits and. fines or}ail
for its editor and publisher. ·.!
All three measures were
promulgated through a presiden-

T~I CHI CHIH!

7 LESSONS $20' tuition - caiJ to enroll
Day classes 9- 10 a.m. or 2- 3 p.m.
Evening classes 6 p.m. to '1 p.m.

Open Mind Bookstore
3010 Central

SE!opp. Lobo Theater)

262-0066

Our Best Selling
Speaker ·System

Maybe it's beeause it's the best
sounding in its priee rl'nge

DTR 1000
Only $119.00 exelusively in Albuquerque
at Hudson's. "Hear the difference" eompare
• before you buy.

tial ordinance two months ago
when parliament was in recess,
but they needed parliamentary
ratification to fulfill a constitutional requirement.
Thursday's bill defines objectionable matter as offenses
that include:
-Incitement of a person to interfere with the production, supply or distribution of food or
other essential commodities or
essential services.

Three Die:
A-Victoria
Flu Blamed
ATLANTA (UP I)- A Ia testarting winter siege of influenza
was blamed Thursday for three
deaths in Nevada and Oregon
and for soaring absenteeism
among school children in Minnesota and New York.
The National Center for
Disease Control (CDC) in Atlanta categorized the flu outbreaks
thus far as "spotty" and said
much of it apparently is caused
by virus strain "A-Victoria"-for
which there is no specific vaccine.
In Las Vegas, Dr. Otto
Ravenholt attributed two deaths
to the disease, which is especially
prevalent in Southern Nevada,
and said une fourth of the patients being seen in , hospital
•emergency rooms have the flu.
Raven holt said he saw no
tapering off of the illness.
The most concentrated outbreak WlJS centered in Salem,
Oregon, where Whiteaker Junior
High School listed nearly half of
its 1260 students down with the
illness. Six of the school's 56
teachers have complained of symptoms thus far.
, Oregon state epidemiologist
John Googins said the flu incidence was spotty with most of
it appearing in the uppor
Williamette Valley; which includes Portland and Salem.
Three nursing homes in the Portland area reported a number of
flu-like illnesses with the new
strain A-Victoria confirmed in
one and blamed for one death.

liy United

P~·ess

By Tim Pauling

Intemational

If somebody told 'you that one

'type of pollution can be used to
eliminate others you'd be skeptical. Dr. H. Donald Sivinski says
it can be done.
Sivinski said he hopes future
nuclear wastes will no longer be a
problem but will be put to constructive use purifying sewage
sludge,
Sivinski is t,he department
manager
of
the
Waste
Management and Environmental
Programs at Sandia Laboratory.
. He spoke on Tuesday to the
College of Engineering's first
seminar of the year concerning
the topic of the beneficial uses of
nuclear waste. ·
Sivinski said nuclear waste can
be used in the thermm:.adiation
treatment. of sewage sludge.
Sewage sludge is a liquid left
over from secondary sewage
treatment plants after the solids
have settled. He said the
technology has been available for
the pat twenty years but hasn't
been cost effective until now .
The thermoradiation treatment process purifies sewage
sludge by exposing it to a
radioactive isotope. Sivinski said
they are presently using cesium
137 in Sandia's experiments.
Thermoradiation treatment of
sewage ·sludge has proved effective in killing viruses and
parasites. Sivinski said this is
valuable for areas where sewage
disposal is difficult. He mentioned areas in the artie where

Fighting on Angola's Coast
ANGOLA-Soviet-backed troops battled to the outskirts of
Huambo, the capital of pro-western forces in Angola, and sent a
"flying column" of strike forces to take the vital coastal towns of
Lobito and Benguela, the SQviet news agency TASS said.
Pro-communist Luanda radio said Soviet-backed units of the
popular movement for the liberation of Angola conducted mop- .
ping up operations as they rounded up "scores of stragglers of
the defeated army,"
Luanda radio, in Thursday broadcasts said pro-communist
troops were "advancing victoriously on all fronts in their march
to liberate the remaining provinces still under the control" of the
pro-western national union for the total independence of Angola.

I

,.
.,'

House Blocks CIA Releases ·
WASHINGTON-The House RulesCommittee in a stormy
session Wednesday voted 9 to 7 to block release of the House Intelligence Committee's report on the CIA and other intelligence
agencies until President Ford can see if it contains unauthorized
security material.
Rep. Otis Pike, D-N .Y ., chairman of the intelligence. committee
which had been conducting investigations for almost a year, had
asked the rules committee for permission to publish the report
before the int'elligence committee's mandate expires Saturday.
. The vote was to have been on a resolution that the 338-'page
report, portions of which have been leaked to the press, be
released Friday. ·
But the session became a heated debate on whether the
document contained secret or classified material and, if it did,
whether the committee had the right to make it public.
Pike said the report contained such matter but his committee
decided it could release it.
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Bad-Time for Bonzo
HOLLYWOOD-Adrian Weiss, owner of two movies in which
.Republican Presidential Candidate- Ronald ,l!.e~gan perfo~m!!d·
Ras filed a claim with the Federal Commumcations CommiSSIOn
seeking $1 million for damages from the former actor (who
starred in "Bedtime for Bonzo") and his campaign committee.
Weiss alleged Reagan's candidacy has precluded him from
licensing the films to television stations during the presidential
campaign period.

tho perrnn~frost. rnnlccs ·offcctjve

"

1

sewage disposal nearly impossible. He said 80 per cent of
all people 16 and older in one
village were hepatitus carriers as
a result of bad sanitation
facilities.
Purified sewage sludge can be
used as a fertilizer, fuel and feed
for cud chewing animals.
Sivinski said the present price
of chemical fertilizers makes the
thermoradiation treatment attractive for countries like
Banglades~- an_d India where the

'i

Senate Proposes Spy Controls
WASHINGTON-The Senate Intelligence Committee yesterday proposed creation of a permanent committee with power to
review covert intelligence operations in advance and ·expose
secur~ty secrets "if the national interest would be served."
Committee chairman Frank Church, D-Idaho, introduced the
bill on the Senate floor and Sen. John Tower of Texas, the panel's
ranking Republican, immediately condemned it as "hastily conceived and very simplistic."
Committee sources said they expected President Ford would
strongly oppose such a powerful new Senate oversight committee
on grounds it might cripple the CIA and covert intelligence
operations and lead to a torrent of national security leaks.

Donald Sivinski
land is badly in need of organic
material. Purified sewage sludge
is four times better than animal
manure and costs only $30 to $40
a ton.
Sewage sludge can also be
used as a feed for cud chewing
animals. This type of animals has
the ability to digest cellulose, use
non-protein nitrogen and can
synthesize their own vitamins.
As an animal feed, sludge would
free grains for mass consumption
presently being used for cattle
feed. The feed would cost betwee
$50 and $100 dollars a ton.

Dry sludge can be used as a
fuel 'and is worth about half the
. price of coal.
Before
exporting
the
technology oversea, Sivinski said
he would like to see the implementation of the process in
this country. Baltimore, Chicago
and New Mexico .have asked for a
pilot plant. The plants WQuld cost
approximately $800,000.
The Energy Research and
Development Agency (ERDA)
and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) are jointly
pouring half a million dollars
yearly into t~e program_.
Sivinski said it is not a panacea
to all problems as some sludge
can't be used.
There are" other problem~ with
the use of sludge. The Food and
Drug Administration (FDA)
won't allow for the introduction
of the purified sludge into the
food chain. People are afraid if
the process becomes wide spread
in treating sewage there will be a
danger of the radioactive
materials falling into the hands of
terrorists .. Sivinski said a lot of
people panic at the thought of
radioactive materials but he finds people in Albuquerque very
sophisticated when it comes to
nuclear power.

Geology Prof. Offers
Phenomenal Program

Dr. Douglas G. Brookins, geology professor !-t UNM, wi)l prese1_1t

a colloquium. on the "Oklo· Phenomenon,''--totlay, Jliii:"30, ifh·-4 ·p·.m-;-nr

Room 184 of the Physics and Astronomy Building.
The Oklo Phenomenon is a natural nuclear fission reactor formed
some 1.8 billion years ago in what is now Gabon, a former French
colony in west Africa.
Named for the uranium mine where the reactor was discovered, the
Oklo Phenomenon is "the only natural reactor ever discovered in the
world-a real scientific first," the UNM geologist said.
Brookins said the site provides a unique opportunity for study of
how fission products migrate from a reactor and how they affect
surrounding land.
• .
.
. .
Such information could have obv10us 1mphcat10ns for the
developing nuclear power industry.
.
.
The colloquium is open to the public. Refreshments will be served
in the lobby at 3:30p.m., before the talk begins.

Lease a 1976 Dodge 8·100
Short Wheelbase Van VB, AT, Radio
per mo. on 36 month OEL

$85.85

"SMUTTY

'Female Trouble' can't be dismissed.
Divine is marvelously funny!"
. -, ---_. -:

- .._, -.Crist,.New-¥ork Magazine --

"AN EPIC •.• John Waters' masterpiece."
.-:Village Voice

"THE EXUBERANCE AND ENERGY OF GENIUS ••.
Insanely logical, horribly _funny!"
-Interview Magazine

"INNOVATIVE GENIUS!'~Penthouse Magazine
"COMIC OBSENITY ..• NASTILY FUNNY!"
-Wolf. Cue Magazine

"A MOVIE THAT CELEBRATES TACKINESS!"
-Canby. NY. Times

I

"GOES BEYOND WARHOL. .. Bizarre, unique,
weird ... Sit down and giggle:'

,•

-Crittenden, New Jersey Record
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DIVINE and the whole
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"SEX OFFENSES THAT WOULD SHOCK
THE MARQUIS DE SA~E !"
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If you are tired of your old hairstyle or hairstylist give the hairdesigners at The Cut Above a try. We personalize each style to
each persons features, interests, and life-style. If you are ready. for
an improved you, Come and see_ us at The Cut Above, a Umsex

Box 20, University P.O., l!NM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 27H202
The Nc_w Mt'xico Daily Lobo Is publ'ished
Monday through Friday every regular w~ek
or the University year and W(!ckl;v !luring the
summt'l' scssiot1 by the _Board of Studcht
Puhlit'atians nf the- University of New Mexi~.:o.
and is not fiiHlndil.lly associated with UNM.
Srcot1ci class po~ttgc pnid ril Albuqlwrtjllc,"

Salon where you'll get a .personalized consultation. The most
creative hairdesigners with special emphasis in Living Color
Variations and Bodywaving.

NPw M(lxico 87131, SubsCriJHiotl ratt• is

Wed. 9 • 10:30 · 12:30 • 4:30

$1iJ.OO for lhe nce~rlcmic year,
Tht• bjJlMions uxprt:!ssed on lhc cditllrial
pagt•s or 'rh{1 Daily Loho arc thOSt' of the
. aulhor :o;olcly. Onslglll'CI Oj)inion is Hmt or the
t>clilori:il bdat'cl of Tht'_ Daily Cobo. Nothing'

ues. & Thurs. 12:30- 5

Fri. 9- 12:30 2 - 5

pritlh•d in 'thl• Daily J.oho necessarily
.i't'flrt•~l·nt~ lht! vit>ws oftht• Univcrsilyo( Nt•w
Mt>xh·o-.

l.
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We Assure
Personal Satisfaction

Poolside at the Executive North Apts.
7303 Montgomery NE
298·7624
(East of Louisiana Blvd.)

oiVJNE · DAVID LOCHARY · M~RY VIVIAN PEARCE· MINK STOLE· EDiTH,MASSEY @.
AUHf· AM LAND PRODUCTION '<1111 SALIVA FILMS. INC t. D•irll~'l or NEW lillf C'NIMA CORP

Friday & Saturday

SUB Theatre

6:00- 8:00- 10:00. 12:00
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$1.00
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Fraternities Hea-lthier Than Ever

Review by Nancy Galloway
The new ceramics show at the
ASA. Gallery is another good
show-very diverse and yet
representative of ceramics
today. Women dominate this
show, both in numbers and in
talent, the two most interesting
being Angelique M. Aceveda and
Caryn Ostrowe.
·
Aceveda's work is' technically
(and at first glance) beautiful,
and rather humorous, but on
closer examination, one sees it's
fantastically grotesque. It is done
in the spirit of Diane Arbus'
photographs, and Roald Dahl's
short stories. (I would recommend checking on all these
people, if you haven't qone so
already.) I had intended to
describe the pieces Aceveda has
in the show, but, as with Dahl's
.stories, one shouldn't ruin it by
telling the ending.
Ostrowe is wildly diverse-she
is represented by a series of
three ceramic frames with old
cereal box photos of John Mark
Brown, Fred MacMurray, and

llt:R/3, GOV&:R;VOI(- Y()()

By Tod Franklin
sacrifices."
describes himself as representing
As
recently
as
1970,
observers
ot"
The fraternity system emerges
(quote)
'.'the
mainstream
of
student
~
a.>
the academic scene vvere saying sentiment in seeking career .goals frotn the time of testing, looking
~
that the fraternity system vvould and moving away from intellectual leaner than in the 50's but healthier
~
never survive the activist fire storm finger painting." .
P/?.OVIPEP.
than ever. According to the results
a.>
then raging through the univerof the latest national campus
~
.,;
sities. Prophets predicted that the
The student attitude toward opinion survey, six out of ten
"-'\·v.r
a.>
typical
university
student
of
the
campus
militants has also changed. students now respond favorably
btl
mid-70's would live off campus in According to an observer at the to the idea of the private fraternal
0...
""
some great tribal commune; that University of Toronto, there's now organization, compared to four out
the cafeterias would switch to a a consensus ainong students that of ten in 1971. From all sides come
macrobiotic diet; and that the new too many of the former campus reports of sharp increases in the
curriculum would blend equal parts militants wf:re (quote) "destructive sizEl of memberships, the number of
!
of yoga, Swahili and. Chairman · idlers and even hypocrites, who active chapters and the average·
Mao.
lived on other people's work and number of, men per chapter.
Well,
someone
should
have
IT's PART OF TH& GAM&_ GO~l?R-1
sprayed a little Windex on the 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 Lett e rs lllllllllllllllllllllll;llu1111.1 ;;·11111111111111111111'
NOR. TH~R&'s SOMETH/N6
crystal ball. Instead of turning into
PI/P/.IC S£RVJC/3 THAT 5eeti1S 71J
ivy-covered
Woodstocks, our
YOIJ'REA
OR#lJ CON'ffMPT R7R INTEGRITY,
VeRY CYNICAl..
TEU ME.
ANO I CAN'TGX~CT YOI/ 70 E:Je:
universities have regained the
MAN, SENATOR. AfiOVT IT.
7118 GXCePTION. SO GO 0V, TAKEi
calmer spirit of the 1950's while
.............
TH8 POST IN OIINA- YO() ANP
achieving a· maturity far greater
Editor:
BOTH 1
than the 50's ever saw.
Honors, citations and other sundry trinkets of noted accomplishments
ti!ORSG. ......
According to a recent bulletin of seem to leave a special after-taste when bestowed by members on one's ·
the Interfraternity Research and
peer group. Your peers usually know which hell of Dore's engravings you
Advisory Council, "many of the
went through, and thus, they can almost appreciate your triumph as much
academic standards that went into
as you can.
partial eclipse after 1964 are
Since I believe such to be the case, I hereby publically, and in print,
emerging from the ::;hadows."
bestow upon Jason Wiley Kent, the honors and titles of boy-debater
Typical of new student attitudes is snake-charmer, erstwhile extemper, and all-around-nice-guy-to-know.
'
that of a recent student body
As Jason's debate partner, I am not only aware, but thankful for his
president of Brown University. He
ability to make judges believe things during a debate round that no person ·
w[th any pretension of sanity would believe-under rational circumstances.
As a _friend, who has known him even before he was worth knowing, 1
a~ aga1n both aware and thankful that he has taken time out to help convmce me that I can get more from life (and this Univeristy), than either can
Editor,;_
. ··- _ .•
.
, . . . !txamiof,!• .my rciq!im:l§h.ip. yyitl;l ..him_ . <l .. little •..rnore
eve!-hop.e.tp fj!'lt..from me.
... · ........ ~- . ~ . . . . . . · •
(And; as th'e guy that is forced by necessity to share tlie sanie small
This is Trlrefer;;;ce to ~nd;;;swer to Nir: vif'm: fiatclosely-.:that kind of persOnality among their rariks
could cause bad publicity. I for one wouldn't associate· motel bed with him, I am aware and a little ticked off at his consistently
tiers' letter, published in the Jan. 28 edition of the
taking all the covers and kicking me in the! back-but enough on his good
LOBO.
with a group of people who consorted with such an
points ... )
·
_
First of all, I am very pleased that the U::iBO has
example of degenerate thinking.
So on behalf of myself, iand hopefully also on behalf of Sandy, Steve,
given the Gay community in Albuquerque recognition
Normal is as Normal does,' Mr. Battlers. My Lover
Dennie, Karen, Ray, Dave and all the other people involved with the UNM
even though, at times, I feel it's given "tongue in
hasn't complained either and he leads a very sucForensic Program that have yet to see their names in print in the Lobo,) I
cheek."
cessful life and career which, by to day's standards, is
say
unto you Jason, may your star be at peace, live long and prosper, and
considered normal. Thank yo·u LOBO-I hope you
I'm afraid that the picture Mr. Battlers has been exmay
your next joke be funny.
posed to has not been a favorable one. These
continue your reporting of all news regardless of what
'Till
then, take care.
deviates, wimps and exhibitionists Mr. Battlers has exgroup the news item comes from.
Ramble on,
Bob Koenig
perienced, limited as his experience has been, may
Lawrance
Mark
Bernabe
develop into tomorrow's innovators, poets and artists,
who, without their sinc!Jre efforts we would surely live
in a "tasteless, porno-trash, perverted society." The
help needed for these "people" does not exist within
laboratory walls. It belongs in the recognition by all
persons. "To know oneself" is the liberation the
majority of the Gay community desires. Only then
they wouldn't be forced into furtive situations and
locker room encounters where only hurt, embarrassment and perhaps violence may occur.
I agree with Mr. Battlers that attention should be
given to Vital issues such as teenage drinking and narcotics. Alcohol and drugs are no less a problem to a
Gay person than to anyone else. As far as Communists tampering with the city's water, I feel Mr. Bat·
tiers' paranoia is showing.
Now for the question of "Gay-deceivers." If Mr.
Battlers is admitting to such actions, I can't think of
anything more contemptible for a mature male to do.
Anyone who pursues this is undermining everything
that freedom and the government (supposedly) stands for. If a person is a patriot, how dare they deny the
righ to Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness to
any Human .Being. No person is oppressing them, so
what gives them the right, even hypothetically, to oppress a person for what the Constitution of the United
States grants to every citizen.
I
I would never accuse Mr. Battlers of having
repressed perverted urges, but to my thinking his
'
/cloSGo,r
paranoia is beyond the limits of accepted sanity. I'm
pleased to read he has so many friends among the
football team;but if I was the football team I would
0

'-'
·~
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Jason Kent; /Boy-Debater'

John Wayne in them. These have
been artistically decorated with
gold paint. They reminded me so
much of graffid I almost sat down
and took out my pen. There are
four more ceramic plaques-two
erotic-grotesque, and two
psychological: "Which Are Your
Problem Areas" and "Ultimately
It Doesn't Really Matter." These
were much more interesting than
the framed items.
The real high point of
Ostrowe's work is the series of
dolls. They are fabulous! There
are seven, prancing across the
·wall, looking ever so much like
the crowd at th!l Ali-Frasier
fight, all satin, feathers, sequins,
rhinestones, ana netting. Only
the long-slender-pointy hands,
outrageous feet in high ·heels,
and wide-eyed faces are ceramic;
the skinny, slinky bodies are
stuffed satin. They are incredible!
There are other wonderful
things in the show as well-in
particular, Bruce Thiermann 's
"Untitled." This is a beautiful pot

<'<"•

that .looks very much like the
Moon Pot that won the Biennial
Award in Santa Fe last year.
Thiermann's is an almost round,
softly glowing, very pleasant pot.
I would love to have it, to rub,
and .stick a finger into.

~

0"

~
~
-:

g

. e;
~

Another "Untitled," this time
by Richard Clements, is another
of my favorites. It too is a
'toucher' like the moon pot-a
graceful piece of double sculp·
ture, in muted tones of pinky
beiges and charcoals; very soft
and attractive.
The show has more pieces than
just the few I had space
for-some conceptual art (I do
not understand it, so I do not talk
about it), and just a little raku.
There is so much one can do with
raku (see Bernard Leach, A Potter'$ Book) but I've not seen
anyone who went beyond mere
experimentation-and that's too
bad. Go and see everything for
yourself; the show is running
through February 6.

"Scorob CitJ,J" No. lin Series-Brook Richo.rds
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Help .For /People' In Recognition By All
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I t1e year is 2()24...
a future you'll probably live to see.
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Review by Bill Barrett
I love to watch cartoons.
Visual images, sometimes' real
and concrete, other times abstract patterns of color a~d light
flowing together. Wednesday
night's performance by the
Pilobolus Dance Theatre was like
a really good cartoon show, It
was as if people were dancing the
images of comic book artists like
R. Crumb, Rick Griffin or Monro.
And the administration thought
that they could remove sensuality/sexuality by banning one
scene.
· The simplest piece to describe
the
second
one,
is
"Pseudopodia," choreographed
and danced by Jonathan Wolken.
A lone dancer on stage with
nothing but basic percussion
backing his movements. His body
became a pseudopod, an amoeba
oozing and flowing across the
floor. Wolken was Rubberman
come to life, as his body con~orted through intricate patterns
mto the most unbelievable
shapes.
This brings me to another point.
To call Wolken's movements (or
those of any other member of the
troupe) "dance" is to use the
word in its broadest sense. They
seemed to incorporate every kind
of body discipline from hatha
yoga to karate and a lot more into
their performance. The audience
was alternately ·.amused with
European style pantomime and
then dazzled with scenes like
"Walklyndon" which appeared to
be a cross between an R. Crumb

second half of the show. Four
aIm o s t '!a ked men j 0 in e d
· together m one organism exploring the space around them
and the bonds joining them.
Why a piece like this where the
men are wearing a skimpy jock
strap is any different from one
where they dance naked, I don't
know. :rh~ ad_m,inistration's ban
on n~d1ty IS ridiCulous. Dance is

session.
e1 1mmM Lnls from a dance perTheir movements were per- fo;mance is like" trying to dance
fectly coordinated throughout With?ut rh~t~m or movement.
the show•. One of the tightest and . It IS so. difficult to describ~ the
o s in t e n s e Die c e w a 5 •mages Pilobolus led the aud1ence
" which
the through. For example, in the last
1

"A COMEDY OF WIT AND IMAGINATION.
Kahn and Wilder, never better in
performance, carry the day with """"-good humor." Judith cnar, saiUrday Review

Autonomous Expression
By Joel White
·
Nearly lost, amidst the 'naked' controversy. in modern dance this
~eek w~s the UN~ Departm~nt
Theatre Arts and Dance productiOn of T~e Hangmg Dance, which opened in Rodey Theatre last
Tuesday mght.
Conc.~ived and ~irected b~Geraldine Glover, a dance instructor at
UNM, The Hangmg Dance' envisions the pragmatic conception of
modern. dance Glover has adopted. As with her previous original
prod?ctwn, "Prophesy To The Wind," "The Hanging Dance" employs
physical. movements known to the everyday audience.
The ~·x dancers perform around a pipe sculpture resembling those
found m an elementary school playground-which was created by
Julie and Chan Graham.
·
Perhaps the only major fault in the production, if one must be
fou'!d, was the length of the second sequence. It was by no means
bormg, but an uneasy anticipation for the climax was obvious.
,
The move.ments of the dancers were crisp, angular contortions
upon an~ around the pipe sculpture; causing the mind to flashback to
a collegiate gymnastic demonstration recently seen. However,
alth?ugh ~?dern dance may incorporate movements from other
medmms, 1t 1s an autonomous expression.
The secon~ sequence began· with the hanging of a web-like rope
scu!pture '_VhiCh extended from the proscenium opening and over the
ent1re aud1ence. The rope sculpture was not physically used by the
dancers, and seemed to serve no purpose other than to enhance the
'hanging' environment around the dance movements. The significance
of hanging the ~culpture !n the second sequence seemed to escape
much of the
. aud1ence (but It was fun to watch) , and this reviewer was
no exceptwn.
The individual movements of modern dance are open to many different interpretations, usually with a strong tendency to seek some
deeper meaning. In the case of "Hanging Dance," the concept was
pleasantly simplistic and the uncovering of 'some hidden meaning'
might well destroy its primary appeal.
~he musical environment, performed by Michelle Almond, Pat
Prmce and Paul Galasso, was surprisingly traditional for the first
sequence; but the taped moog synthesizer music ,used during the
second sequence has become overdone, overextended and tiresome
for modern dance performances .
''Hanging Dance" is a simple and pleasant presentation of one
aspect of ~oder~ dance and will be performed again tonight and
tomorrow mght m Rodey Theatre. There are no nude scenes in the
performance, but those of you interested in the art of modern dance
will~t}lj!>Y).t: ... , .
-·
-

o!

stil_l~ _from aof modern
to express
caricature
people sculptur~
walking wh1ch
the. most
naturl!lsensuali_ty
medium and
in
l~~~~=====i============:~~· --txliNI
ti and ·-:a ~p--i!.llt::raJt5' ,. ~ ?d_Y.:_.a.,.wt~ll ness: try n to
286-476Q

··tHan'9li1g 'Dance' Art:

g

piece a woman
.
her feet
on the backs of two men on all
fo~rs. Three people, one consciOusness. The men were like
feet, their bodies undulating in
perfect harmony with the
movements of he1~ legs and body.
As the creature moved its balances s~ifted. It ran, it f~ltered, it
fell, It merged with its 'fellow
creature onstage, it withdrew
back to itself. Through each of
, these motions and changes the
dancers stayed in perfect synchronization with each other.
Overall, it_ was one of the best
dance theatre productions I have
, ever seen. I only hope that if I see
another exceptional performance
like this, I get to see the. whole
show.

sn:RJ:o

PRESENTS IN CONCERT

Orgon Recitol

~

.

~

Albuquerque organist James
Bratcher will present an evening ·
of "20th Century French Organ
Music" Monday, Jan. 19, at· 8
p.m. in. Keller Hall in the Fine Arts Center at UNM. Tickets are $2
for general admission, $1 for
UNM faculty and staff and 50
cents for students.
·
The concert program includes
"Fetes" by Langlais; "Pastorale"
by Roger-Ducasse; "L'Ange a Ie
Trompette" by Charpentier: ''Le
Tumulte au Pretorie" by De
Maleingreau; "Luttes" by Alain;
Prelude and Fugue in B Major by
Dupre and Suite Op. 5 by
Durufle.
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ON STAGE
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Feb. '16, 1976 8:30 P.M.
Civlc Auditorium
TiCkets Available At:·
SRO. General Store. Gold Street. Reldllngs,
21st Century Sound (Eubank). Pimentel Guitars Cl•• Plaza)
Kalso Earth Shoes (Coronado Center)

Special All Day With No Cover Charge

2:00 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.

Rum & Coke
5th SPM

I

n!)

-~~

STARTS LOUISIANA MALL '1 :46 - 3:40'
CINEl'o'IA
5:35
TODAY 1-40 & LOUISIANA
BLVO.
299-4412
7:30- 9:25

Albuquerque Ticket Agency
(Coronado Center 293-7301)
Goldstreet (Across From UNM)
21st Century Sound Budget Tapes & Records
Candy Man (Santa Fe) Maynords Music (Old Town)
" A Portion Of the Proceeds Will Be Donated to the
Sierra Club "
AN
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PRODUCTION

With Music by

S~ecials 7 to 8:30p.m.

ALBUQUERQUE CONVENTION
CENTER
TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
Call us at

· With Music by

266-1981
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3624 Central SE
fust east of carlisle

NOW OPEN SUNDAY
11:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

lUll

7:00 p.m. to 11:30 p.m.

Open weekends until 2:00a.m.
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• "Gene A·ut1·ey" 3 and
• "Fort Bragg"
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•
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:
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: Hitchcock and Tallulah
• Bankhead.
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Scholarship ':g ~
For Details
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Meeting Monday, Feb. 2
7 p.m. in SUB 231E

~
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$200.00
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LOBO Guide to Weeke·nd Fllnis·
Female Trouble, with the "Pink
Flamingos" gang, plays tonight
and tomorrow night in the SUB
at 6, 8, 10 and 12 both nights.
Ifope this satisfies all you lovers
of garbage.
Ivan the Terrible Part II will
play at Rodey Theater Sunday,
7:30p.m. It is not a silent film as
previously reported.
A Boy and His Dog, a film that
takes the punch out of Harlan
Ellison, continues at Don Pancho's on Central.
The Harder They Come, a film of
Jimmy Cliff, is the midnight flick

0 Lucky Man plays the Guild
tonight, tomorrow night and Sunday. Dr. Strangelove is next.
The Story of 0 opens tonight at
the Lobo Theater on Central.
·.Chino, another film for star studded Charles Bronson is playing at
the Hiland on Central.
Shadow of the Thin Man with
Myrna Loy and William Powell
and Murder, She Said with
Margaret Rutherford are playing
at the Enco.re Theater on Central.
The Black Bird, contemporary
take-off of a classic film. M Plaza

~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~n~a1t;D~of,nAPf1afnfchKoTt'~s-~~Nnr-~r»~AITThfe~a~te~r~on~M'o~n~t~g~ofmF.e~r~y~.~--,.f
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BEOGs

The Eiger Sanction, with Clint Kahn, Marty Feldman and Dom
Eastwood is also at theM Plaza.
DeLuise opens today at the
The Man Who Would Be King, Louisiana Mall. All that's missing
the only decent film of the three ·is Mel Brooks.
at M Plaza, is the third film. M Mahogany is playing across town
Plaza.
at theNew Holiday Cinema.
Mahogany with Diana Ross is
Walkabout plays at the Hoffalso playing at the Los Altos on
mantown Theater on Menaul.
Wyoming.
Death Wish with Bronson and
Lucky Lady is playing at the Emperor of the North Pole with
Cinema East No.1. Even super- Lee Marvin plays at the Terrac!l
stars make mistakes.
Drive-in on Central.
Frontier Fremont may or I.Jlay Tables That Witness Madness, a
not be playing at the Cinema , documentary of the SUB
East No.2. It's hard to tell with a cafeteria, and Hands of the Ripfour-waller.
per play at the Terrace screen
Blood of the Dragon, more karate no.2 this weekend.
and beat-em-ups, at the Eastdale, Dirty Harry and Magnum Force,
in the Eastd ale Center.
half of the Clint Eastwood film
The Apple Dumpling Gang and festival, play at the Silver Dollar
Donald and His Gang gang up for on San Mateo.
an assault on your sanity at the Enter the Dragon and Chinese
Sunshine downtown.
Professionals play the Silver
The Hindenburg, a vehicle held Dollar No.2.
·
up with a lot of hot air, not to Giant Spider Invasion and Stanly
mention the dirigible. The Mall play the Silver Dollar No.3.
Cinema on Wyoming.
Star Trek now is seen three
Dog Day Afternoon, bank rob- times a week on channel 4. Saturbery sensationalized, Louisiana day and Sunday, 10:30, ThurMall on Louisiana Blvd.
sday, 6:30. Space 1999 is now on
Sherlock Holmes' Older Brot.her after "Star '£rek" on Sunday.
•with Gene Wilder, Madeline

,
By Dan Stevens
A recent decision by the U.S.'
Office of ·Educl! tion has increased
the number of students eligible '
for Basic Educa tiona! Opportunity Grants (BEOG).
The federal decision removed a
restrictive date from the application forms for the grants.
Previously, if a student attended
a post-secondary school prior to
April 1, 1973, he was ineligible
for a federal grant through this
program.
"We found out about the date
being removed when we got in
the applications last week,"
Charles Sheehan, director of

... u.

Standards
{Continued fr-om page 1)

University. He specifically mentioned the agreement regarding
the baseball team's use of the
Albuquerque Sports Stadium
that the Regents had to okay
~riday.
.
''They never talk about how
we're going to be the best university we can have with the money
we have," he said •.
oald,_,.;;.l)CcUuse of N cw

, !vfexico's diverse population and
the amount of money available,
he did not think UNM could be a
"Harvard of the West," but it
could be a class B or B-plus, fine
public institution.

.
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UNM can request a share of the revenue
. because of an amendment to state law which allows
the sharing of municipal revenues gained through
i• f'mes.
_
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LOUDON WAINWRIGHT III
FEBRUARY 29, 1976 • 8:15 P.M.
POPEJOY HALL
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University President William E. Davis
requested a share of the revenue in a letter to
Albuquerqt,~e Mayor Harry Kinney. In his letter
Davis estimated the revenue received by the city
through campus parking fines at $280,000.
_
_
,
The $280,000 is the potential amount which the
city could have received if the city had collected all
the fines.
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concermng the worth of the Solar
Institute in the area of job
development. .
.
. Dr .. Paul ~IIverman, Un~verSlt.y V!ce-pres!?ent for resea;ch,
satd ~he mfuswn of money mto
Sandta Labs. at t~e same !eve.! of
the SERI fmancmg. could yteld ·
faster results, but sa1d the worth
of the solar institute is just as important.
Phil Rowe, who heads the New
Mexico Task Force, said the number of jobs created depends on
the amount allotted for the institute operation and the amount
a II o tte d for cons tr u c tio n.
Operating expenditures could
range from a low of one million
dollars to a high of $50 million,
Rowe said.
The New Mexico Task Force
ran into some early trouble when
expected help from Sandia Labs
and Los Alamos was banned by
· ERDA.
The task Force has also
requested a $250,000 from the
legislature to pay expenses and
keep the pro_ject moving along.

... City Discusses U. Fine Money

I the source said.
f The University is looking for money based on
l the potential amount of fines issued. City officials
l declined to comment on their stand.
.
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, The specifications, which were
supposed to be released by ERDA in September, then November, then December, then midJanuary has been pushed back indefinitely. William Gross, Dean
of the Engineering College said
he hoped the criteria would be
released by February 15.
The site, which is bordered by
the Tijeras Arroyo, was under
consideration a few years ago as
a housing development, but
nothing ever became final
because it was too clase to Kirtland and the scientific research,
· rocket sleds and lasers going on
at Sandia Labs were. not conducive to residential housing.
Spokesman for the city planning office said this might make
it a more desirable site for the Institute.
Questions have been raised

! IContinucdfrompngclJ
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study with a grant provided by
the Institute. ''This he 1p s
strengthen
New Mexico's
proposal. It is one of the things
we will try to include," Kist said.

IContinued from page!!

!Sirn.rn.~:~

cpmes in and wants aid, he must
apply for the BEOG llefore he can
apply for any other type of aid,
such as state funded grants or
work-study." .
This year there are about 2300
students on federal grants, and
the grants average about $800,
but Sheehan predicts that next
year the.re will be 3500 to 4000
students on grants. The amount
of the grants range from $200 to
$1400 per year, depending on theneed of the student.
"This year was the first time
we did not turn down any students who were applying for aid on
the basis of need, when need was

Regents Aid Solar P,rooosals

site, spokesman for the company
said.
Kist also said Public Service
Co. was chosen. by''the Electric
Power Research Institute, the
main institute {or the electric
companies in the United States,
to set up five solar homes for

t..,.,.,

student aids, said, "There ar·e a
lot of people who are now eligible
for the grants and don't know it."
Sheehan said the date has been
a restriction to prevent' overspending the allocation for the
program.
"But they have overestimated-·
their expenses every year,"
Sheehan said.
The application deadline for a
federal grant for next fall is not
·until March of 1976, but students
are urged to apply as soon as
possible.
"BEOG is the foundation for all
the other aid programs,"
Sheehan said. "If a student
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shown. I think that's fantastic,"
Sheehan said.
A BEOG is awarded on the
basis of need. "This is fre~ money
we're talking about," Sheehan
said. "This doesn't have to be
paid back. We have 12,000 applications in the Student Aids office and we may have to get
more."
Sheehan said the government•
is allocating more money to the
BEOG program and giving less to
the institutions. "In this way the
government is funding the in·
stitutions through the students.
In four or five years 90 per cent
of the student body will probably
be on aid.
''These grants are incentive
for students to go to school when
they say 'I don't have a chance,'
"he said.
"I think it's a damn good
program," Sheehan said.
"Everybody deserves a shot at
higher education if they want it."
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Charles Sheehan
Studer1t.s MUST pick up their ID cards and
semester n validation labels fin Bandelier East)
by'Friday or they will be disenroUed.

· lsrnell Danee Teaclling, Monday, 8 to 10 p.m.
with HOPAI Folkdancers, Carlisle Gym, Dance
Studio 116. AJI w~lcome.

G. I. BILIJ. If you don't want an interruption in
receipt of your monthly ellecks. please come to
Mesa Vista 2108 to confirm your spring semester
classes. Many students have not given the list of
their new classes and may have checks stopped.
Come in this wcek.

The UNM Ballroom Dance Club will hold a
mccting·Friday 7 p.m., rm~ 101, Carlisle Gym.

Applications £or ASUNM Constitutional Con
vention can be picked up at the .Student Gov;t.
f!ce, rm 242, SUB. No experience necessary, ·"

or.

'flte

~ebKIE'S
"OF 1ft/EXPENSIVE LIBATIONS AND
EFFICACIOUS ENTERTAINMENT"-

Friday Happy Hour 7 3 to 6

FREE

Cheese & Bread
Tequila Drinks

$1•-

Ten Y.,rt Aft~ .
Sonny-:fRt'V I:OC:J'IiioWnn! McGheeo
TQ.Miltr c;t··PGI!r*t

'i:l
oq.
I"

BOOgie to
'Haywire'
Saturday

HAYWIRE
TONIC DRINKS

60c

7 to 9
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defending NCAA national champion.
The Lobos will compete in the
UCLA Invitational Friday and
remain in the Los Angeles area
the next day for a dual meet

THINK GLOBAL

,

January 30

Ever felt boxed· in? Trapped? How broad is your religious
and social concern? To exp;md one's consciousness to ·the
global is a necessity for modern persons. My choice of values
and products, and activities affects persons around the globe.
As I choose to support human beings in. the struggle for
dignity, I become a human bein_g worthy of re.spect. ".Th~
truth is we neither live nor die as self-contamed umts.
•
(Romans'14:7 Phillips)
The Christian gospel recognizes the global struggle for self·
respect and human empowerment. The church invites you to
break out of the box and celebrate with those around the
world who are grasping freedom . From Albuquerque to
Tazania, from Chile .,to Zambia, the global struggle goes
on ... where are you?
"In Christ there is neither Greek nor Jew, male nor
female ... all are one in Christ." (Romans 3:28)
'
UNIVERSITY IIEIGIITS UNITED METIIODIST CIIURCII
Silver & Yale S,E,
Sunday Worship al 10:30 •. m., College Class 9:30 a,m,
Dftn Turner, Minister

COED & WELL FED
The College, Inn Is Coed
in both buildings, all floors

This Spring You Can
leave your car - no gas
no commuti_ng, walk to class

All The Food You Can Eat
No worry about food prices,
we do the shopping and the dishes

Maid Service - Linens

..

We do the cleaning and make your bed
~..&..,.,._

The College Inn
~)TT@)'\~·

t'~

~ll·····

:~
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against Cal State-Fullerton.
Joining New Mexico and host
UCLA in the Invitational will be
the Pacific Eight power Oregon
and defending national champion
University of California at
Berkeley
The Lobos and California have
dominated the invitational
during its first seven years of
existence with UNM; winning
four titles and the Golden Bears
three. California won the team
championship a year ago.
"Everybody's coming along
real well," said Lobo coach Rusty
Mitchell as he prepared his gymnasts for this week's road trip.
"We've had some good workouts.
This should be a very special trip
for (John) Bernal and (Doug) Day
as they're both from the Los
Angeles area."
Bernal, a sophomore all-around
performer, is from West Covina
and Day is a junior from
Sepulveda. Day h'as been competing in the rings, parallel bars
and high bar.
I feel if we can do about a 205,
we'll be doing good," said Mitchell of the Lobos' chances in the
invitational. The Lobos scored
206.2 last week as they defeated
Southern Illinois in their first
dual meet of th,!!. season. The
Salukis, third-place finishers in
the NCAA last year, scored
198.65 against the Lobos.
Mitchell said the judging
would probably be much tougher
in the invitational since they will
be running two events
simultaneously and using four
rotating judges.
Competition in the invitational
will be limited to optional performances.
The Lobo coach said both
Oregon and California had
amassed impressive dual meet
scores within the last week.
Oregon scored a 209 and California a 208.
The Golden Bears have one of
the nation's top all-around per·
formers in Tom Beach who won
the U.S.A. all-around cham·
pionship last summer. Oregon
also has a top all-around performer in Bob Brickli Mitchell
said.
"They all have really good individuals," says Mitchell. "It
should be a super meet."
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The Cultural Program Committee
AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

........··--..a

POPEJOY HALL
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

A.lbttqne••qne Children's Theater

·

Presents
The All-Time Favorite Fantasy

.

· Daily Lobo

Gymnasts Venture West
The UNM gymnastics team,
o fresh off an impressive win over
..g Southern Illinois, ventures to the
...:< West Coast this week for some
b rugged competition that will in'Oj
A elude a square-off against t he

'

~
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Sports ·.· ·
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Ray _Cragun Eligible
By John Griego
What was supposed to have
been a rebuilding year for the

UNM. golf team has turned into
what head coach Dick McGuii"e
termed "as one of the strongest
teams in some years at UNM."
With four time New Mexico
State Amateur Champion Ray
Cragun becoming eligible for
competition this semester it is
easy to understand McGuire's optimism. Included in Craguns
achievements are a second-place
finish in the New Mexico Open, a
fourth-place finish at the Sunnehana tournament, and a quarter finalist at the TransMississippi McGuire said.
Helping to form the nucleus of
the UNM golf team this
semester, along with Cragun, is
another New Mexico sensationBrad Bryant of Alamogordo. This
past year Bryant finished second
to Cragun in the New Mexico
amateur competition.
After a dismal 11th place finish
in the Tucker Tourney the Lobos
have come back strong finishing
third in the Sun Devil Fall
Classic and second in the Rebel
Classic held in Las Vegas, Nev.
Leading the Lobo charge in Las
Vegas was Bryant who finished
second in the indivi'dual com·
petition.
With a look of disappointment
creeping across his face McGuire
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Wrestlers to Face Arizona
By Jo Lopez
On the road again· this
weekend are the UNM wrestlers,
in another effort to change their
zero wins and five losses in this
season's record book.
The grapplers went against
Arizona in Tucson last night and
will go against Northern Arizona
in Flagstaff tonight. There was
no report to the LOBO con·
cerning UNM's performance last
night.
Coach .Ron Jacobsen made few
changes to 'his starting lineup of
wrestlers. Scot McClelland,
down from his usual 126 weight
spot, will replace .Rick Cardwell
at the 118 position. Jacobsen has
said that Cardwell is just too

~

Quiz Results
The answers to yesterday's
sports quiz is as follows:
L Yomiuri won series over
Nankai four games to one.
2. Malaya
3. Miss Budweiser
4. UNM's own Mel Daniels.
Next week there will be more.

. ", 't ·:· .. ;.

·~
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The Lobo wrestlers hope to break its losing streak this weekend against Northern
Arizona in Flagstaff.

pointed out that after a fourth
place finish in nationally '73 and a
sixth place finish in "74 the Lobos
dropped to a "lowly" 20th place
finish last year. ·
McGuire said that if we can
develop three other golfers to
compliment Cragun and Bryant
they will be in real good shape
the rest of this year and next.
Looking forward to next year
McGuire said the Lobos will field
a very strong team and they
should be in the "top three easy"
with their stiffest competition
coming from Wake Forest who
captured the '75 Tucker Tourney
and who will have all .their
players back next year.
The golfers next official com·
petition will be Feb. 23-26 in the
Pacific Coast Intercollegiate
Tournament held in Riverside,
Calif. at the Canyon Crest Country Club.

Saturdriy,January 31-1:30 & 3:30.
Sunday, February 1-1~30& 3:30
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By Mark Seifert
At the original signup for the women's intramural freethrow competition Kathy Vigil, a junior, who lives in the Santa Clara dormitory
was the only entry~.
"
Bill DeGroot, intramural director, said "due to a foul up in
procedure there will be additional time to sign up." Entries will b.e
taken in the Tuesday February 3, next to the SUB box office.
Managers of the C{)·rec volleyball and men's basketball teams met
at the inti"amural office yesterday. They were given the rules and
·
schedules for their respective sports.
Co-ree volley ball had an increased turnout this year w.ith 13 teams
being announced. Games will be played at Carlisle gym al!d will be
held on Mondays and Wednesdays from 7 untillO p.m. There will be
three men and three women on the court at all times.
Men's basketball had numerous managers at the meeting and were
informed that there were three leagues. The ''A" leagues is the most
competitive and will have a round-robin series now, and then the 14
best teams will have their tournament in March. Many of these teams
will be trying to add to their point totab foi" the Popejoy Trophy.
Managers can still add players to their teams until the day your
team plays. In men's basketball the rules state you can play on only
ONE team or there will be a forfeit. For more information on intramurals call277 -4346.

li

Tickets- Tn Advance 81.25
At The Doot $1.50
Groups 1 0 or more ad vance S1. 00 each

By T. R. Teeple
The 13th annual Albuquerque Jaycee Invitational Indoor Track
Meet will kick off this Saturday at 7:30 p.m. in Tingley Coliseum.
Noted athletes from all ovei" the world and the U.S. will compete, ineluding world co-record holder in the 100-yard. dash, Houston MeTear, pole vault world record holder Dan Ripley, and world co-record
·and world record high ju_mper Dwight Stones.

Santa .Clara Woman
Is Only
Event Entra·nt
..

Aliee In Wonderland
:

Top Trac.k Stars
At Jaycee Invite

·

small for the 118 weight.

~~They

need to have a 105 weight
position for him, but they don't
have that in most college competition," Jacobsen said.
Glenn Woelk will again wrestle
at 126 pounds. W oelk became
eligible to wrestle again at the
beginning of this semester. He
and Frank Gilpin, who will
wrestle at 134 pounds, are the
only two-time lettermen for the
Lobos. Gilpin has the best indi-vidual season record of all the
UNM squad with 15 wins and 7

losses. Gilpin has recovered from
a shoulder injury he suffered in
The MIW A tournament last
weekend.
Tom McLain, the highest
placing Lobo in the MIW A tourney with a third place finish, will
again wrestle at 150 pounds. His
record stands at 10-6-2.
Having made up his incomplete
grade from last semester, Mark
Erickson also again becomes
eligible to wrestle. He missed
only the MIW A competition. He
will compete in the 177 weight
division.
New Mexico will also have
heavyweight Rick Haury competing after he missed the MIW A
also because of an illness in his
family.

Guthrie nt 190.

Roundballers on Road Trip
The UNM basketball team will
meet WAC foes Brigham Young
and Utah this weekend in Utah.
Both the Ute game on Saturday night and the Cougar contest
on Friday night will be televised
live to Albuquerque by KGGMTV, channel 13, starting at 7: 30'
p.m. Dan Smith will do the play
by play. KOB radio with Mike
Roberts will also broadcast live.

LaW

Scftool

Going into the weekend battles
the Lobos are tied for first place
in the WAC with Texas-EI Paso,
who will be the Lobo's traveling
partner, and Arizona. All three
have 3-1 records.
Utah is at 2·1 with wins over
Arizona State and Brigham
Young on the road, and lost a
squeaker to the Wildcats, also
away.

Tomorrow's turntable is here
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With the Lobos at full
strength, Coach Jacobsen says
they should "do O.K." They faced
their first WAC opponent last
night, and although they
probably aren't conference
favorites, Jacobsen says they are
a "good young team. I've never
seen them as strong as they are
this season."
There was no doubt in Jacobsen's mind that his team should
beat Northern Arizona. "They
ranked just below us (13th) in the
MIW A. Yet they're probably one
of the best balanced teams:•
Other wrestlers for the Lobos
include Roland Kurth at 142,
Mike Wilson at 158, Russel
Peterson at 167, and Andy

The invite, billed by the Jaycees as an "Olympic Preview" most cer- ~
tainly is that when one considers the talent competing in this years I'!
meet.1972 Olympic medalists Mike Boit (bronze in the 800-meter run) ~
and former New Mexican Frank Shorter (Gold in the Marathon) will c.:>
be among the competitors as well as many other Olympic hopefuls.
~
Competition should be heavy, particularly in the pole vault where ~
wol"ld class vaulters Ripley, Poland's Tadeusz Slusarski (European in· ~
door record holder) and Sweden's Kjell Isakson will go up against
each other. The high jump should also provide excitement when
"Super Flopper" Stones and Greag Joy of Texas-E) Paso (NCAA
record holder) go at it.
UNM's own Jose La Porte of Puerto Rico and Sweden's Chris Garpen borg will be trying hard to upset the current "world's fastest
human" Houston McTear in a 50·60 yard sprint series.
And let's not forget the women. They will be going at it hard and
.strong and include in their ranks Colorado State sensation Wendy
Knudson. Lynn Bjorklund of UNM of the New Mexico International
Track Club will be unable to compete due to a kneww injury.
Further entertainment will be provided by a "Celebrity 40-yard
dash" featuring UNM head football coach bill Mondt and place-kicker
Bob Berg, Gov. Jerry Apodaca, ex-light heavyweight champion Bobby Foster and local sportscasters Jim Boggio and Dan Ryan.
This is the 13th year for the invitational. Money raised by the
Jaycees goes to a variety of community projects. Larry Chavez, meet
director, said the Heights Branch Boys Club was built with money
raised from past invites. This year the Jaycees ar~ financing construction of baseball parks for the Mid-Heights Little League. Other
progra"ms include a Diabetic Detection Clinic, a Wheelchair Olympics
for handicapped pei"sons and a Special Olympics for the mentally
retarded. The Jaycees also sponsor children at Girls and Boys State.
To draw the world class caliber athletes the invite features of course, takes money. Travel and per diem expenses for the athletes and
their trainers this year total more than $10,000. At the last moment
two sponsors for this years program withdrew their support.
Although these withdrawals did cause some problems, Chavez said,
the Jaycees are sound and confident this year's invite will raise
money for their programs. He added however, "new sponsors are certainly welcom~."
Anyone intE!rested in maintaining the high caliber track and field
entertainment the invite provides and/or assisting the Jaycees in
their programs should contact the Albuquerque Junior Chamber of
Commerce at 266-4711.
Tickets for the invitational are priced at $3, $4, and $5 and are on
sale at both Cook's Sporting Goods locations (Downtown and
Win rock) through Friday. Tickets are also available at the Tingley
Coliseum box office opening at 9 a.m. Friday, One ticket gets you into
both a high school meet starting at 4:00p.m. and the Invitational set
to start at 7:30p.m. Saturday.
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6:oopm • 1o:oo pm
· UNM School or Law, Room IQ:.r:
The Test: February 7, 1976
The Review Course: February 2·5, 1976
students who are serious about their future legal careers
will want to begin their preparation even before they toke
the Law School Admission Test. Professional Educators of o
New Mexico, Inc. in conjunction with Professional Educators,
J'nc. of Washington, D.C. offers a course to help you achieve·
a higher score on the LSAT. Tbe course consists of four con·
secutive nights of preparatory _instruction, taught by attorneys and other professionals, utilizing an approach
technique which familiarizes the student with the format of
the LSAT and the analytical techniques and methods which
can lead to better scores on the test.
PENM's updated course materials and limited _enro!ln;ent
policy assure maximum student Involvement and an 1ns1ght
Into the latest LSAT developments.
PENM guarantees that if you do hot scc;>re 600 or above
on the LSAT you may take the course aga1n at no ch.:Jrge.
Professional. Educators of New Mexico
.
Post Office Box 26045
,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87125
~
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TODAY!
THE
MARANTZ
6300!

WITH OPTICALLY-ACTUATED AUTO LIFT AND SHUTOFF

N~li-

It'; all Marantz commonsense deisgn with tire future in
mind. Come in and see all the features of iliis incomporoble turntable - direct drive, accurocy, precision, quality and convenience that must be seen io be
appreciated. Ani! while you're here ask about the
complete Marantz turntable line previewing soon.
Now you can choose all Marantz with their complete
fine including receivers, speakers and lope recorders
from the Hi·Fi House. your Marantz dealer lor over
15 years.
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Just ea.St of Cenlral & Girard. near UNM
FINANCING AVAILABLE

~OS FOR OVER 28Y.EARS

...
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates: 15 c~nts per word per day, one dollar
minimum. Advertisements run live or more
consecutive days with no changes, nine cen·
ts per word per day (no refunds if cancelled
before five insertional. Classified ad·
vertisements must be paid in advance,
Marron Hall room · 131 or by mail to:
Classified Advertising, UNM Box 20,
Albuquerque, N .M. 87131

1.

PERSONALS

PI,ANETS A 'I' NEDS through Jan. 31. Start .Feb,
1-Darnaby. You'lllove our new dance floor, 2/3
ATTENTION: UNM BOOKSTORE returns
policy: Books purchased for the spring semester
1976 may be returned for Full price through Sat.
Feb 14 provided: 1) books must be in new condition, 2) books must be accompanied by
cashreceipt, 3) Student J.D. must be present with
return. 1/30
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have frien·
ds who care al. Birthright, 247-9819. Un
NEED A RES'!' from Mom's cooking? Foot long
hot dogs 35c, 11·3 Okie's. 1/30
THERE'S A DIFFERENCE between lonelln~ss
and being alone. Want to talk? AGORA, 277
3013. 1/30
NEgn 1'0 JOIN Car-pool Santa r'e to t'NM. Pete
471-2129. 2/4
•·

N'J.CK~Please show-up for lunch tomorro11.
Carrnro's isn't so hard to find-it's right down the
alley 1/• ·block of Central, across from Johnson
Gym. Please Nick~ Mary. 1/30
---~---.----~~~----~----"--·

=~-

--·

ECONOMICS TUTOR NEEDED for Econ-201 im·
media~~y $5.5_D~.:_;~62·029_~ after 8:00p.m. ~:_G_
SPIRITUAL EXPEIUENCE: Goldsmith 'fape
group meets at 1Q a.m. every Saturday, Donation
basis. Open Mind Bookstore, 3010 Central
SE. 1/30

------------·
ISWU MEETING. F,ebruary 5, 8:00p.m. Casa-de·
Sol.

2.

2/5

LOST & FOUND

------

lost; white long·haired cat w/hobtail, around Stan·
ford & Columbia. 265-3975. 2/4
REWARD: for Silver Turquoise circle pin. One
stone missing. Lost on campus l/22. Sentimental
value· 277-2443,247-4983. 2/2
LOST I,ADY'S GRUEN Watch. 277·2014 Pat,
Reward, 2/2
FOUND: FEMALE German Shepherd puppy on
campus. 11 ownt~r does not claim, will giv" nwny.
Call 298-9139. 2/3
LOST: BROWN Corduroy coat with green gloves
in pockets. Call 268·5287 and leave message. for
Ken. 2/3
FOUND: TEXTBOOK in locker at bookstore,
Must be able to give title. Call 268-0452 after 5:30
p.m. 1/30
LOS'l': I,ARGE MAU~ brown & white tiger stripe
cat, west Coronado Center, north fret•way. 255·
4265. Reward. 2/5
LOST BLUE PLASTIC case earrying video tape
must have for class. Please call765·1798. 1!30

-----·---··_

_._ __ ~..,~---.----.~- --~--··-·~----=-........""--'

LOST: Strand of blue beads. Sentimental value •
large reward, 842·9301. 2/5
REWARD Dark red Irish Setter 6-mo. old, tan
leather collar with silver rivets, 265·4994. 1/30

3.

SERVlCES

--~----~~---

CHECK YOUR PASSPORT NOW! It expires
every fivo years. Low prices on passpor.t renewal
photos. Call 265·2444 or come to 1717 Girard
NE. 2/4

'.
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•
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•
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COLOR TV, Brand names,.·Big screen, Assume
payments of $7.00 per month. 3105 Central NE.
256-3505. 212
CANONQL/7Camcra,277-2&74.

NEW LANGE SKI BOOTS, size 8, Must sell im·
medi11tely, .Best offer, 242-1489, 1/~9
I

FAMOUS
QUIVIRA
BOOKSHl!t'
and
Photography Gallery is 1/2 block from Johnson
Gym on Corne)!. Special order service. tfn

Men's Shop. 2120 Central SE, 243-6954,

LEVI'S·ni,UE JEAN big bells always at The Lobo
tfn

PASSPO~T,

BOOKS FOR SALE. Data Processing 201 &
Business Communications 265. Call 299·1502 for a
better buy. 1/30

TUNE: UP YOUR VW, Volvo, Datsun, Toyota for
$121abor at German Automotive 268-5169. 1/30

AMERICAN/INTERNATIONAL YOUTH Hostel
Pass sold-Canterbury !Jhapcl, 425 University
NE. 1/30

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM selectric.
Guaranteed ac~uracy with reasonable rates, 2987147. 1/30

USED COLDSPOT REFRIGERATOR. Excellent
running condition. $70 firm. Call 256-1680 after 3
p.m. 1/30

CARRARO'S PIZZA. Free delivery to Universit.y
area, dorms, sororities, fraternities, etc. Delivery
city wide for extra cost. 1/30
FREE MATHEMATICS TUTORING for minority
students. Contact Stewart Kane, Math Dept.
Humanities Bldg., 461. 2/6
NEED SOMETHING TYPED? Call Lynn. 266·
0760. 1/30
I,AW SCHOOL ADMISSION test Feb. 7. Prepare
now, call Professional Educators of New Mexico,
Inc. 255·4050. 1/30
MATH INSTRUCTOR will tutor students.
$5 hour for on!' student or $7/hour for two
students in th~ same class. 262-0517, 277·
49:J8. 2/2
EXPERIENCED TYPIST: Manuscripts, thes~s,
papers, etc. 50c per double-spaced page. 345·
3288. 2/2
BELLY DANCING CLASSES at The Blue
Harecm,2217LeadSE,255·1967, 2/2
PETITIONDIVORCES arra nge-:d-cb-y-l-eg-a.,-1-ccl-er-k
$36 plus filing fee, 296·4977, 24 hour answering
service. 2/5
GE'l"l'ING MARRIED? Call Creative Services for
invitations & photography at .low cost. 299·
7930. 2/17
BABYSITTER, evenings and some afternoons.
266-8233. 2/3
SMAI,L CARS IMPORT, domestic, complete
repair, 205 Stanford Alley 255-3180. 2/3

4.

FORRENT

RESERVED PARKING, Almost on campus, 4
dollars per month, 842-1063. 2/3

Makers of-Hand Made Indian Jewelry

I have limited parking
space available just
two blocks from the SUB
call 266-3663

At Roots

Sunday, February l, Roots will
have a one day sale for poverty
stricken students.
100 pairs of used, returned and
reconditioned Roots at prices ·in
the $15-$17.50-$20-$22.50 range.

STERE:O SYS'tEM Harmon-Kordon receiver,
G;n-rard-42M turntable $125 & 10·speed excelll•nt
condition $70. 268 830·1. 2/5

------

-~--- --~--

YASlliCA TL ELECTRQ X. 50mm, tclc·phot.o,
~~:~~g~~· zoo~-~nany :~t,r_~_265·51ll3. __2~4__ _
1'0TTER'S WH8J<~L DINACK CORP. announcing
fartory sales availablt• below suggt~strd retail,
292·3546. 2/11

~' ~

----one.--D-aY-Sale____
,OLDTOWN

DE:l,TA MARK lOB Capncitive· disciH1rgc electronic ignition $39.95. 268·5490 Electronic Ignition
Sales. 2/19

NEW MEXICO's IJICYCLE Touring Center.
Quality 10-spceu bicyclt>s, camping, hiking, and
backpacking rquipment. Trail Haus Cyclcry, 1031
San Mateo SE. 256·9190. 1/30

~

Parking Hassles?

OWN AN ADOBE while you go to school. Brick
floors, fireplace, tennis, prices start at $16,950.
I,ocation 3939 North Rio Grande, Dale BcllamAh
Realty office 292-0556 or 345-6304. 2/6

I
I .

Sale at Winrock store only
Open at 12:00- Sale good only on Feb. 1

-----------------------~---------

GOOD DRINKS and dancing on Ned's new dance
floor. 2/3

Very Fine European
Indonesian Food
Try our Satee Babi,
Curried Dishes; and
Sandwiches

NEW NOHDICA ASTRAL-PROS. 12 1/2, were
$180, now $75[243-1810. 2/29
OLD ADOBE HOUSE. 9 room$, Tijeras Canyon.
Drawer JJ. 'faos, NM, (505) 758·2227. 2/10

6.

EMPLOYMENT

PART TIME JOB. Graduate students only. Af·
ternoons & evenings. Must be able to work Frid~>y
& Saturday nights. Must be 21 years old. App\y In
person, no phone calls please. Save Way Liqor
Stores, 5704 Lomas N.E., 5516 Menaul N.E. 1/30

SAVE BIG MONEY! Rent 1/2 of my apartment
while I'm gone. $75 plus ... 265-4237. 2/3

PUBLIC RELATIONS PERSONS Needed.
Unlimited income. Arrange your own work hours.
293-3~86, or Bob 268·3168. 2/4

CITADEL APARTMENTS-An apartment com·
plcx (or the young and the young at heart. Rents
start at $140. Large swimming pool, Efficiencies &
l·bdrm available, furnished or unfurnished,
Walking distance to UNM. 1520 University N.E.,
243-2494. 2/13

8.

MATURE BI/GA Y share house, NE, $50 mo/ 1/2
utilities. 299·9245. l/30

.... . . -. . -

. t:====::::::::==::=:::::::=.:=:::::::~·,......,.~

212

NJiJCCHI ZIG ZAG. Christmas lay-away not
claimed. Button holes, blind hems, etc. $40 or -10
payments of $4.00. 262-0637. 2/2

COLOR TV REPAIR. Only after 6 p.m: SIC $2~50,
266·6994. 1/30

IDENTIFICATION photos. I,owest
prices in town! Fast, pleasing. Near UNM. Call
265-2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn

.·•

Reasonable Prices
Hours Daily / 11 am - 12 pm

MISCELLANEOUS
·/{'

NEEDED: Duldnu:r by Feb. 2. Call266·3670 niter
5. 2/5
W AN'f TO BUY Jlgt.ing weights. Call 2•12·6945 nf·
ter 5:30p.m. 215

Telephone 765-5671

:;:;.;.:-...,_ ~~~ 1~00 Central SE

5. FORSALE
20 USED TV'S $30·$60. 441 Wyoming N.E., 255·
5987. 3/1
LEVI'S-BLUE JEAN big bells alway,s at The Lobo
Men's Shop. 2120 Central SE, 243-6954. trn
STEREO DEPT. Closing all stereo department
components, recorders, consoles, tape players, 40
t .• :;oo,.u off. While they last. 3105 Central NE, 262·
0637. 2/2
TEN SPEED BIKE 23", $55. 243-4652, 243·
6398. 2/2

'

New Mexico Daily Lobo
•
Please pla9e the following classified advertisement in the New Me'<ico
Daily Lobo
time(s) beginning · - ________ 1 under the heading
{circle one): 1. Personals; 2: Lost & Found; 3. Services:- 4. For Rent; !?
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

.

Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 Qlinimu.m charge
Terms Cash in advance

Marron Hall, Room. 132
I

r

Enclosed$ _____ Placed bv~~-~---- Telephone.

Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

-

